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ABSTRACT 

The Office for National Statistics (ONS) like other National Statistical Offices employs very simple processes for ensuring 

that data is returned for our many business surveys. These traditional processes rely on prescribed targets for numbers of 

returned questionnaires often coupled with targets based on auxiliary information available from the sampling frame 

(employment size etc.) so as to ensure that "important" responders provide their data. Here we explore some alternative 

methods for maximising the quality of the resultant outputs. These methods use the basic maxim that the responders that will 

best improve quality should be prioritised within the response chasing strategy. 

KEY WORDS: Response chasing, business surveys, targets, quality of estimates.  

RÉSUMÉ 

Comme d'autres organismes statistiques nationaux, l'Office for National Statistics utilise des processus très simples pour 

s'assurer que les données de ses nombreuses enquêtes auprès des entreprises sont récupérées. Ces processus traditionnels 

s'appuient sur des cibles définies pour le nombre de questionnaires retournés souvent jumelées à des cibles basées sur la 

disponibilité de l'information auxiliaire provenant de la base de sondage (nombre d'employés, etc.), de façon à s'assurer que 

les répondants «~importants~» fournissent leurs renseignements. Nous explorons quelques méthodes alternatives pour 

maximiser la qualité des résultats. Ces méthodes recourent à la maxime de base affirmant qu'une priorité devrait être 

accordée aux répondants les plus susceptibles d'améliorer la qualité dans le cadre de la stratégie de rappel. 

 

MOTS CLÉS : Suivi de réponse ; Enquêtes Entreprises ; Cibles ; Qualité des estimateurs. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ONS employs very simple processes for ensuring that data is returned for our many business surveys (around 

100). These traditional processes rely on targets for numbers of returned questionnaires or are based on auxiliary 

information available from the sampling frame (employment size etc.). These targets are usually set at a global level 

and are based on historical resource availability and traditional response performance. The targets tend to be invariant 

over time (seasonal or economic cycle). 

There are many incentives to seek to change this situation. As with other National Statistical Offices (NSO) these are 

fairly obvious. The first driver is the pressure to reduce costs and to combat falling response rates. There are also 

pressures from Government to reduce the response burden on businesses. At the moment the response chasing process 

is also fairly disconnected from the real target of improving the quality of output estimates. Finally there is an 

opportunity to standardise practice across surveys and improve relations with survey responders.   

In addition to the challenges facing most NSOs there are some more specific ONS drivers. The first is to leverage 

gains that have been made in the area of selective editing where there is a direct targeting of resources towards the 

most effective areas.  The second incentive is to rebalance effort between distinct survey areas which have 

independently developed their own targets. Finally there is a specific need to deliver the new Statistical Business 

Strategy.  This paper describes the process of assessing an alternative strategy for response chasing and presents the 

qualitative results of applying this strategy with a practical example.  
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2. METHODS AND AIMS 

The main aim of the project was to describe the current response chasing process and to explore some alternative 

strategies and assess the affect on the quality of output estimates. The alternatives would need to satisfy certain criteria 

which are set out below. 

 The strategy should prioritise the response chasing of businesses so as to give the biggest improvement in the 

quality of the output estimates. 

 A major measure of a successful strategy would be one that is simple to implement. 

 The statistical production staff and the administrative staff who carry out the response chasing should be 

engaged in the production of the strategy. 

The process would consist of an analysis of historical data to test the alternative strategies empirically. The candidate 

strategies would be refined and iterated. 

3. THE DATA AND PARADATA 

3.1 The Data 

The most appropriate data that were available related to the Monthly Business Survey (MBS) which covered three 

main sectors of the economy, namely manufacturing, services and distribution. The data were ideally suited because of 

the simplicity of the data that was collected and the time critical nature of the data collection process. 

Each month around 32,000 businesses are sampled and the principle variable that is collected is the value of turnover 

for the current calendar month. Additionally every third month the number of employees are also collected but these 

data were not used during this analysis. Data were available for each of the twelve months during 2010 and the dataset 

comprises 304,689 separate responses. Crucially for each response the date of return of data was also available and 

this was critical to the analysis. Details of key dates for each month of collection were also available.  

3.2 The Existing Strategy 

The existing strategy is very simple. “Closedown” occurs on the 19
th
 working day following the end of the calendar 

month. This was designed to allow an approximately equal resource for response chasing each month. Data arriving 

after closedown would not normally be used to produce estimates. Responders are asked to return data by the end of 

the week following the end of the reference month, reminders are sent in the week following this date and response 

chasing commences around a week later. There is a simple target for response chasing. These are twofold. Firstly 75% 

of businesses must be returned and secondly there are targets utilising auxiliary information from the frame. There are 

separate targets by sector but the returned data for “Production” must cover at least 85% of the auxiliary turnover of 

the selected sample and 80% for all other sectors. 

Graph 1 below shows the pattern of returned data by numbers of businesses and by auxiliary turnover. All data are 

combined and the time axis along the bottom relates to the number of days relative to the closedown date. The vertical 

axis is the percentage relative to that finally achieved. The vertical black line is the closedown day and the vertical red 

lines indicate the commencement and termination of response chasing.  



 

Graph 1: Returned data by day relative to closedown 

 

Notice that the early returns are from smaller (in turnover terms) business whilst once response chasing starts the gap 

between the two measures quickly narrows. This is more clearly illustrated in Graph 2 below which shows the average 

size (again using turnover) of businesses returned on each day. The contrast between the average size before and after 

response chasing and before and after closedown is evident and obviously correlate very well to the targets that are 

set.  

 

 

Graph 2: Average size of businesses returning data by day relative to closedown 

4. THE ANALYSIS 

Here the availability of the response dates for all returned data were crucial in allowing analysis to be repeated for 

every day relative to the closedown day. Estimates of total turnover were made for every day and separately for a 



range of different sub-sectors. Simultaneously estimates of variance were also made for each estimate produced to 

allow 95% confidence intervals to be estimated. These calculations were performed using GES
2
. The estimates were 

plotted and examined to uncover any patterns that could be useful in informing any response chasing strategy. When 

data for all months were combined then different patterns were evident for different sub-sectors and when different 

months were analysed separately different patterns appeared in different months. 

To illustrate a small number of graphs (3-6) are shown below. In each of them the central estimate is shown with a 

blue line, the instantaneous 95% confidence interval is shown with dotted black lines and the 95% confidence interval 

as measured at 14 days after the closedown day is shown with solid red lines. 

 

Graph 3: Manufacturing of paper and paper products 

 

 

Graph 4: Computer programming and consultancy 
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Graph 5: Manufacturing of beverages 

 

Graph 6: Manufacturing of motor vehicles 

Although there are many patterns for simplicity we chose to classify them into four different patterns. The first (green) 

is where the blue line reaches the gap between the red lines before response chasing commences and stays in this 

interval for the duration. The second (yellow) pattern is where the red confidence interval is reached between 10
th
 and 

6
th
 day before closedown. The third (amber) pattern is similarly defined but the interval is reached some time between 

the 5
th
 and first day before closedown and the last (red) pattern is everything else.  



With the pattern types as defined above it is straightforward to automatically classify each sub-sector into one of the 

four categories. The colours associated with each pattern are used to illustrate the ideal strategy to be used to response 

chase for businesses in that sub-sector. Those groups of estimates which are categorised as green probably don’t need 

any response chasing, those classified as yellow may be chased, those classified as amber should be chased and the red 

groups need to be more intensely chased.  

In the next part of the analysis colour codes were applied to estimates by appropriate industrial classification, size of 

business and month of the year to produce a “carpet” diagram which could then be used to directly inform 

administrative staff. Diagram 1 below illustrates the picture for some divisions within the manufacturing sector. 

 

Diagram 1: Classification of response required for Divisions within sectors C and E 

It is clear to see that all four classifications exist across the divisions shown. Further breakdown by size of respondents 

and by month of the year is shown in Diagram 2 below. 



 

Diagram 2: Classification by size of business and calendar month 

The information can then be readily used to target particular strata within the survey for intensive response chasing. It 

is interesting to see that it is the large and strange (businesses with small employment but large turnover) which 

typically require additional response chasing effort and that even Division 28 which appears green in Diagram 1 seems 

to have some requirements for extra chasing in January whilst Division 37 which appears to require little additional 

effort considering Diagram 1 would certainly benefit from extra chasing in March, April and May. 

5. CONSIDERATION OF VARIANCE 

In the preceding sections no consideration has been given to the estimation of variance under alternative response 

chasing strategy. This is important since the quality estimates associated with our estimates are extremely useful to 

users of the information. This was addressed by plotting the estimates produced in section 4 as a set of monthly 

estimates of coefficients of variance (CVs). Graphs 7-10 below are the CV equivalents to Graphs 3-6 with the plots for 

each of the twelve months shown as separate lines. 



 

Graph 7: CV at point in time for manufacturing of paper and paper products 

 

Graph 8: CV at point in time for computer programming and consultancy 



 

Graph 9: CV at point in time for manufacturing of beverages 

 

Graph 10: CV at point in time for manufacturing of motor vehicles 

In each of the Graphs (7-10) there is a marked trend of reducing CVs over time which is obviously linked to the 

increase in returned sample but there are also some interesting effects in some of the graphs. For example in Graph 8 

the trend is bucked for the August returns at a point three days before the closedown day though the downward trend 

then recommences. This is a direct result of a single outlier. It is also interesting that Graphs 9 and 10 appear to take 

longer to converge which highlights the importance of an appropriate response chasing strategy.  

 



6. PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

6.1 The Retail Sales Inquiry 

Some of the ideas generated by the above analysis have been implemented in a small practical pilot. The Retail Sales 

Inquiry (RSI) is part of the Monthly Business Survey family though there are some subtle differences. The data 

collected is processed very quickly and based initially on only 60% response. The existing response chasing process 

was very simple and involved chasing respondents by stratum in numerical (arbitrary) order until a 60% response was 

obtained in the stratum and this was applied in turn to each stratum on the list. Once an overall response rate of 60% 

was obtained then response chasing stopped.  

The changed strategy had a couple of elements to it. Firstly a new prioritised list of strata was produced and secondly 

some local knowledge relating to specific strata which were prone to high variability was utilised. The new prioritised 

list was produced by ordering the strata from the highest to lowest sampling fraction. The sampling fractions of strata 

were of course related to the sample design which was in turn highly correlated with the expected variance within the 

strata. Effectively the “red” strata were chased first. A much smaller second list of highly influential sample members 

was also used.  

6.2 Result of new “strategy” 

As a result of this adjusted response chasing process there were a number of immediate benefits: 

 Overall response rates increased by 1-2% without any additional resource costs. 

 The most variable strata are now getting the highest response rates. 

 The estimate revisions are now much smaller. 

 The most influential businesses are now returning their data earlier which is increasing the opportunity for 

checking and correcting errors. 

 There is much greater collaboration between staff responsible for tasks within the statistical value chain and 

methodologists. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented some ideas backed up with analysis and a practical example of how some adjustment to the 

response chasing strategy could possibly improve the quality of output estimates with no additional resource. A 

practical approach to how this can be achieved is also shown. It should be noted that where changes are made it is very 

important to recheck assumptions in the future. There is a danger that the quality of estimates could improve while the 

quality of estimate of CVs could deteriorate or bias could be introduced. Here lessons can also be learned from work 

on selective editing.   

8. FUTURE WORK 

Within ONS some future work is planned.  

• Other survey managers have volunteered to pilot the RAG mapping to improve prioritisation. 

• We are also looking to employ a scoring system by respondent rather than the simple stratum by stratum 

approach. This would certainly be needed for complex surveys with many data items. We can learn from our 

approach to selective editing. 

• The current work only examined short term surveys so we would be looking to develop a strategy for annual 

surveys where response chasing is extended. 

•  Finally we still need to keep processes simple since we do not have real time estimation tools. 

 


